This paper proposes a deep learning model based on a recurrent neural network (RNN) to solve the problem of text normalization for speech synthesis. Traditional rule-based models cannot take advantage of contextual information and do not handle text outside of rules well, while deep learning-based models can handle these problems better. Based on the seq2seq neural network, we construct a new textnormalized deep learning model that considers the context of words in sentences by using the gated recurrent unit (GRU) and local attention mechanism. In recent years, seq2seq has made many achievements in different fields of natural language processing. Our research proves that well-constructed small network models in specific application fields can also achieve meaningful results. In our small network, the local attention mechanism is used to reduce the computational complexity without decreasing accuracy. In the experiments, we compared our model with the attention-based model proposed by Sproat, the without attention model and the attention model. Experimental results show that our method reduces the network scale while gathering the main context information, overcomes the defect of high complexity of the traditional attention mechanism model, and achieves higher accuracy. It can also be seen from experiments that the most important related words are relatively close to the target word in text normalization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Text-to-speech(TTS) is an active research area in modern natural language processing. In TTS, the first step, called text normalization, is standardizing text before generating language modeling data from raw text. The TTS program cannot recognize nonstandard words in text, and a major reason for the low quality of TTS systems is the nonstandardization of text. For this reason, text normalization has become an important part of speech synthesis research in recent years.
With the large increase in content in online social platforms, many studies on text normalization have focused on social media in the past few years. For example, Xia et al. [1] proposed a speech-based Chinese chat text normalization method, and Yang and Eisenstein [2] used a unified unsupervised statistical model to standardize the text. In addition, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Derek Abbott . in sentiment analysis, microtext normalization is a necessary step for preprocessing text before performing polarity detection. For example, Satapathy et al. [3] used the Soundex algorithm to convert out-of-vocabulary to in-vocabulary and analyzed its impact on the sentiment analysis task. After that, Satapathy et al. [4] proposed PhonSenticNet, a conceptbased lexicon that exploits phonetic features to normalize the out-of-vocabulary concepts to in-vocabulary concepts. There are many irregular spellings in social media, such as b4 (before), cul8er (see you later), and goooooood (good), which are rarely seen in most TTS applications. Additionally, transferring numbers (year, amount, date, time, etc.) to words is critical to TTS, but text normalization in social media does not need to be processed.
In speech processing, text normalization can be traced back to comprehensive TTS synthesis work [5] . Sproat formally treated text normalization as a primary task of the language modeling problem [6] . They used the weighted finite-state converter (WFST) to classify the input text and then sorted the corresponding elements to generate normalized text [7] .
With the development of deep learning, algorithms for natural language processing have achieved better results. In machine translation, which belongs to the field of natural language processing and is most similar to text normalization, end-to-end neural machine translation [8] has developed rapidly since 2013 and has been increasingly superior to traditional statistical machine translation, with an encoderdecoder framework [9] and attention mechanism [10] . The commercial translation system represented by Google Translate integrates the features of neural machine translation and has made many improvements in recent years. For text normalization, researchers from North Carolina State University proposed a deep contextual long-short term memory model [11] , after which Sproat and Jaitly [12] proposed using different recurrent neural network (RNN) structures and finite-state filters (FST) to address different categories of nonstandard word normalization.
In the research field of RNN approaches to text normalization: Sproat presented a challenge that used only RNN to construct the text normalization function [12] . In different contexts, a nonstandard word could be in different forms. In this paper, local attention text normalization (LATN) is proposed, which exploits the encoder-decoder framework accompanied by the local attention mechanism. In text normalization processing, neighboring words are more important to the results, and the local attention mechanism focuses on neighboring words, which is very suitable for text normalization tasks.
II. RELATED WORK
For text normalization, Chengduo et al. [13] summarized that the text normalization problem can be expressed by a noisy channel model, that is, for a given word sequence s, looking for a target sequence t that maximizes the conditional probability P(t|s). The conditional probability P(t|s) is calculated as:
In formula (1), P(s) is the constant value for a word. Both the prior probability P(t) and the conditional probability P(s|t) can be calculated from the statistical data, so the target is obtained as a sequence t that maximizes P(t|s).
For the noise channel model, there are three typical applications in text normalization, spell checking, sequential labeling and machine translation. Spell checking needs to calculate the similarity of a large number of text data, it is difficult to determine a set of candidate canonical words with sequence labeling, so they are unfit for text normalization in real-time speech synthesis. In these applications, both words and phrases can be used as inputs. For example, Aw [14] proposed a phrase-based machine translation method. Finegrained characters can also be used as inputs. For example, Pennell and Liu [15] proposed a character-based machine translation method.
Based on these previous studies, particularly on deep learning, the state-of-art sequence to sequence (seq2seq) model was proposed for machine translation. Bahdanau et al. [10] proposed an attention mechanism in the alignment model of machine translation, achieving a 36.15 BLEU score on the ACL WMT'14 English-French corpus. Ikeda et al. [16] exploited the seq2seq attention model for the standardization of Japanese text. Xu et al. [17] proposed soft attention that assigns weights to each feature and block and hard attention that assigns weights only for several features. Researchers from the Manning Research Group at Stanford University proposed a global attention mechanism that focuses on all original words and a local attention mechanism that only focuses on parts of the original words in machine translation [18] , which achieved a 25.9 BLEU score in the WMT '15 English to German translation task.
In the text-normalization task for TTS, Sproat and Jaitly [12] exploited the attention-based model and achieved a higher accuracy rate than traditional methods, but the model requires expensive computing costs and is not good at some sentences. Therefore, the LATN model combining the gated recurrent unit (GRU) and local attention mechanism is proposed in this paper, which decreases the computing cost and increases the accuracy rate.
III. TEXT NORMALIZATION MODEL LATN
The text normalization task by a neural network can be regarded as a classification problem with a supervisor. The word quantity of normalization results is unfixed. For example, the normalization text of ''20'' is ''twenty'' -one word, and the normalization text of ''21'' is ''twenty-one'' -two words. Therefore, the seq2seq model is a good choice for dealing with variable-length text sequences. The text normalization model LATN with the local attention mechanism proposed in this paper exploits the encoderdecoder framework. The model's architecture is shown in Fig. 1 . The encoder contains a word embedding layer and a 2-layer bidirectional gated recurrent unit network layer (BGRU). Compared with the attention-based model proposed by Sproat and Jaitly [12] , where the encoder used 4-layer bidirectional LSTM, the complexity of the LATN model is simplified. The decoder contains a word embedding layer and a 2-layer unidirectional gating recurrent unit network layer (GRU), a local attention module named the local block, and a linear transformation network named the linear block.
The encoder uses word embedding to extract the basic features of the source text sequence and then obtains the contextual correlation features of the text sequence through the BGRU. Similarly, on the decoder side, word embedding is used to extract the basic features of the normalized text sequence. The output is passed through the unidirectional GRU, then the GRU output and the initial text correlation information obtained from the encoder are sent to the local attention mechanism module (local block) to calculate the local attention feature, after which the linear block integrates local block outputs and GRU outputs. Finally, the integrated results are sent to the classifier to output normalized words.
A. INPUT AND OUTPUT
The training dataset is sentences, but targets are words, so it is necessary to introduce a tag to mark target words. For instance, the target word ''1994'' in sentence ''He was born in 1994.'' is embraced by a pair of <norm> tags. In this way, the actual input sentence is:
''He was born in <norm>1994<norm>.'' Different from the attention-based model, which places each unnormalized word in a window of 3 words to the left and 3 to the right as input proposed by Sproat Jaitly [12] , the LATN model uses the whole sentence as input. For example, when ''6ft'' is normalized, the input of the LATN model is ''A baby giraffe is <norm>6ft<norm> tall and weighs 150 lbs'', while the input of the attention-based model is ''baby giraffe is <norm>6ft<norm> tall and weighs''. With the whole sentence as input, the LATN model makes use of the advantages of the local attention mechanism without losing the information of other words in the sentence.
The actual inputs are index sequences. In our model, there are two types of input sequences: character index sequences and word index sequences. Character indexes are built by scanning the training corpus to form the dictionary char_dictionary of the ''character: index'' mapping pair. Word indexes are built by scanning the training corpus to form the dictionary word_dictionary of the ''word: index'' mapping pair. Since the word quantity is too large to train effectively, a preprocessing step in which words do not change after normalization and are replaced by a specific symbol <self> is introduced.
The seq2seq model has two inputs for the encoder and decoder. For the encoder, both character sequences and word sequence inputs are tested in experiments. Inputs for the decoder are word index sequences. Inputs for the decoder are notated as target(y 1 , y 2 . . . , y N ), each y in the vector is the index of the current word in the word_dictionary, and N is the normalized number of words. Finally, the model outputs the target vector predict (ŷ 1 ,ŷ 2 . . . ,ŷ M ), eachŷ in the vector is the index of a word in the word_dictionary, and M is the number of words output by the normalized model. In training processing, each value y in target(y 1 , y 2 . . . , y N ) is derived from the training sample. In forecasting processing, each value y comes from the predicted output of the previous round of the decoder, following the equation
B. WORD EMBEDDING
Word embedding transforms the word index into a vector for subsequent processing. For a small dataset, the one-hot model is intuitive by converting words into V -dimensional vectors (V is the word quantity in the vocabulary of the corpus), but it is too large for even a middle size corpus. In this paper, we construct word vectors through the embedding layer in PyTorch.
As shown in Fig. 1 , both the encoder and the decoder contain a word embedding layer, but the inputs are different. The encoder inputs, source(x 1 , x 2 . . . , x T ), are indexes of char_dictionary or word_dictionary in different experiments, and the decoder inputs, target(y 1 , y 2 . . . , y N ), are indexes of word_dictionary. The word embedding layer in the encoder converts the input vector source(x 1 , x 2 . . . , x T ) into a matrix of size T × d (d is the dimension of embedding result), notated as embed(x 1 , x 2 . . . , x T ), x t ∈ R d . The embedding layer in the decoder is similar.
C. GATED RECURRENT UNIT
In this paper, GRU is chosen for processing text sequences because it performs better in the long-distance dependence and gradient disappearance problem than traditional RNN. Compared with LSTM, another variant of RNN, the internal unit of GRU has one fewer control door, and GRU has a simplified structure and faster convergence speed. To obtain the semantic information both before and after the input character, the BGRU is used in the encoder. The BGRU processes input sequences embed(x 1 , x 2 . . . , x T ) from both forward and backward directions. Taking forward processing as an example, in some timesteps t, x t is the input and − → h t−1 is the hidden layer output generated at the previous timestep, the formula of GRU is as follows:
Update gate:
Reset gate:
The state of memory:
The state of the hidden layer:
The overhead arrow represents the direction of the GRU calculation. Underlined variables are not final results, which means that they must participate in the next step, where
are weight parameter matrices. d and n are the word embedding dimensionality and the number of hidden units, respectively. σ (·) is the sigmoid function. • is the elementwise multiplication operator, representing the Hadamard product. Finally, the − → h T and ← − h T computed from the bidirectional calculation are spliced into a 2n-dimensional vector h T , and the forward output − → y t and the backward output ← − y t at all times are spliced into a 2n × T -dimensional matrix called encoder_output, which is the source of computational attention in the decoder. The encoder outputs the hidden layer state h T through a linear neural network (linear) with the input node quantity 2n and the output node quantity n.
D. IMPROVED LOCAL ATTENTION MECHANISM
The traditional attention mechanism focuses on all hidden layer states in the encoder; that is, at the t-th step of the decoder, the hidden layer state s i is given an attention weight w ti (i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , T ), then accumulates the multiplication of the hidden layer state s i and weight w ti , notated by c t , which is calculated as follows:
where score is a function that calculates the correlation between h t and s j . In the formula, a weight is calculated for each s i that results in a long training term. At the same time, the attention weights w ti are associated with all s i without emphasis that decreases the accuracy.
To figure out this shortage, an improvement is proposed for the local attention mechanism proposed by Luong et al. [18] . As shown in Fig. 2 , only contiguous units of the encoder output are selected for attention calculation. For the encoder_output whose length is T , the context vector c t is from the window [position − D, position + D], where D is an experimental hyperparameter. The calculation of the position is listed below:
where W p ∈ R n×n and v p ∈ R n . Since the output of the sigmoid function is (0,1), position t ∈ (0, T ). Only the [position-D, position + D] subarray of encoder_output is considered, and the formula for w ti is changed from equation (2) to (5):
where σ = D/2 and the score function is: score(h t , encoder output i ) = h T t W score encoder output i (6) where W score ∈ R n×n , and the formula to calculate the context vector c t is changed from (3) to (7):
where c t ∈ R 2n . Finally, the context vector c t was combined with feature information that was output by GRU to generate a new vector attention_out t ∈ R 3n . Different from the typical local attention model proposed by Luong et al. [18] , the LSTM is replaced by GRU to reduce the parameter size. In addition, since the inputs considered by Ikeda et al. [16] in machine translation are words in the encoder, and the semantic contribution of a word is generally greater than the semantic contribution of a single character, the w t value near position t is relatively large when assigning weights. Therefore, for character input, we abandon the centralized Gaussian distribution calculation, and function 5 is simplified as follows:
E. LINEAR LAYER AND SOFTMAX LAYER
After the attention calculation, attention_out t is connected with a linear neural network whose input node quantity is 3n and the output node quantity is V ; then, after a softmax function, a decoder output is notated asŷ t , whereŷ t ∈ R V and V is the number of words contained in the word_dictionary.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS A. ENVIRONMENT
In the experiments, the software environments are Ubuntu-18.04, Anaconda 4.5.11, PyTorch 0.4, the hardware environments are a dual Intel CPU (4 cores per CPU), 64 GB memory, and GeForce GTX 1080, whose memory is 8 GB.
B. DATASET
The experimental dataset was downloaded from En Baseline, which is an open source dataset released by the Google Speech Synthesis scientist Sproat team in the Kaggle Community in 2016. The project aims to find a reasonable solution to exploit RNN for solving text normalization problems. In the En Baseline dataset, there are approximately 750,000 sentences and nearly 9.9 million words. In our experiments, the training set includes the first 9,000 sentences, including words that need to be normalized and downsampling sentences without normalization words. The test set includes the next 3,000 sentences through the same processing.
There are only 6.1% of words that need to be normalized in the dataset. We exploit downsampling methods to select the training data following Sproat and Jaitly [12] paper. In the experiments, the downsampling number is 15 for sentences in which no words need to be normalized.
C. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
To find the optimal window size of local attention, a few different sizes are included in the experiments. At the same time, for the purpose of comparing the advantages of using GRU over LSTM, we also performed the same number of experiments using LSTM. When we obtained the best size-D, comparative experiments among the without attention model, typical attention model and LATN model were conducted.
In the experiments, the number of hidden layer nodes is 256, the cross entropy loss is used as the loss function, and the Adam optimization method is used to update the network model parameters. The initial learning rate is 0.00003, and the batch is 4. In the decoder, the dropout rate is 0.1, and the iterations of the epoch are 60.
D. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The accuracy results and time costs of the LATN model with different window sizes are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . The results show that using GRU as a feature extractor has higher accuracy and less training time than LSTM. Furthermore, it can be seen that in the GRU experiments, the best size is 8, and the interval is [position−4,position+3] when inputs are characters, the best size is 2, and the interval is [position−1,position] when inputs are words. Then, the comparison results between the LATN model, attention model and without attention model are shown in Table 1 .
From these results, the overall performance of GRU is better than that of LSTM. In addition, the results show that the accuracy of the attention model is better than that of the without attention model, but the training time of the attention model is nearly six times longer than that of the without attention model when inputs are both characters. For most window sizes, the outcomes of the attention model and LATN model are almost the same, but the training time of LATN is much less. For instance, when input data have N characters, the computational complexity for the typical attention model is O(T × N ), and the computational complexity for the LATN model is O((2D + 1) × N ). In our experiments, the LATN model can compete with the attention model when 2D + 1 T . Additionally, the character inputs model outperforms the word inputs model.
Typical attention models focus on all the characters or words in input sentences. For the text normalization task, it considers more noise characters/words to reduce accuracy and waste computing power. Some attention results after training are listed in Fig. 5 . These results show that the LATN model focuses on adjacent characters/words, and these behaviors are more suitable for text normalization tasks.
In addition to the total accuracy, the comparison results for all 15 categories of words between the LATN model and the attention-based model proposed by Sproat [12] are listed in Table 2 . VOLUME 8, 2020 As seen in Table 2 , the accuracy on most categories of the LATN model is better than that of the attention-based model. For some words that are difficult to normalize, such as ''10.5'' in ''The total area is <norm>10.56 km2<norm>.'' and ''190 mph'' in ''The speed in this sector could reach <norm>190 mph<norm>.'', the LATN model can obtain correctly normalized results ''ten point five six square kilometers'' and ''one hundred ninety miles per hour'', but the attention-based model does not. In ORDINAL category words, the ordinal number such as ''55th'' is normalized to ''five fifth'' in the attention-based model, which only recognizes the suffix and ignores the overall meaning of the word. However, the LATN model can obtain the correct result. For the DATE category words mentioned by Sproat, which is prone to being wrong in the attention model, the LATN model can also address this. For the date ''2009-10-02'', the attention-based model tends to output the result ''the ninth of October twenty thousand two'', while the LATN model can obtain the correct result ''the second of October two thousand nine''.
For ELECTRONIC category words, the accuracy of the LATN model is slightly worse than that of the attentionbased model. Statistical results show that more than 95% of the ELECTRONIC category words are URLs, such as ''www.mountainproject.com'', and among them, nearly 70% contain more than 10 characters, and 10% contain more than 50 characters. Fifty characters are too many for the LATN model because of its short window. For example, the correct normalization of ''http://medicaldictionary.thefreedictionary.
com/mesaticephalic'' is ''h t t p colon slash m e d i c a l dash d i c t i o n a r y dot t h e f r e e d i c t i o n a r y dot com slash m e s a t i c e p h a l i c'', while the LATN model outputs ''h t t p colon slash slash m e d i c a l dash d i c t i o n a r y dot com slash m e s a t i c e p h a l i c''
; that is, the LATN model loses the part of ''thefreedictionary''.
In addition, the LATN model can obtain the context for the same words in different sentences. For example, word ''200'' in ''The village has a population of <norm>200<norm>.'' should be normalized to the corresponding number ''two hundred''. However, in ''Mary Grive Art F <norm>200<norm> X.'' should be ''two o o''. Word ''II '' in ''He served in the Army Air Forces during World War <norm>II <norm>.'' should be ''two'', in ''Francis <norm>II <norm>, Rakoczi later used the castle as the center of a war of independence led by himself.'' should be ''the second''. The LATN model obtains correct results in all these situations.
V. CONCLUSION
For the TTS text normalization task, this paper proposes a model LATN using the encoder-decoder framework and GRU recurrent network and introduces a local attention mechanism to obtain the most important context, which improves the accuracy of text normalization. This model inspires us to construct a specific model according to the particularity of the task to achieve better results and reduce computing costs.
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